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ABSTRACT

On-line core supervision system (RESU) based on monitoring of local fuel limits has been in
use at the Loviisa WER-440 reactors for more than twenty years. Minor modifications were
made ten years ago when the computer hardware was upgraded. In April 1998 Loviisa got the
licence for 1500 MWu, power. Power uprating and introduction of new fuel types gave rise to
the latest improvements in the core supervision system, which is called RESU-98. In August
1999 the Finnish Safety Authority (STUK) has given approval for RESU-98, which is now in
use at the Loviisa NPP. RESU-98 includes essentially the same computer codes, which are used
in reload planning. The extensive in-core instrumentation is utilised to adjust the theoretical 3D-
power distribution to get a best-estimate result In this paper a general review of the RESU-98
system is given including instrumentation, methods, core monitoring, predictive functions and
validation. Special attention is paid on the recent improvements.

I. INTRODUCTION

On-line core supervision system (RESU) based on monitoring of local fuel limits has been in
use at the Loviisa WER-440 reactors already for more than twenty years. Minor
modifications were made ten years ago when the computer hardware was upgraded. In April
1998 Loviisa got the licence for 1500 MW,h power (originally 1375 MWth ). Power uprating
and introduction of new fuel types gave rise to the latest improvements in the core supervision
software system, which is now called RESU-98. The fast development of computing capacity
was utilised in the modernisation. The in-core instrumentation system remains unchanged.

RESU-98 includes essentially the same computer codes that are used in reload planning.
These are HEXBU-3D, which is a nodal code and ELSI-1440, which is used for pinpower
reconstruction. Coolant "mixing between subchannels inside the fuel assemblies is also taken
into account when evaluating the hot subchannel enthalpy rise and DNB-margin. The
extensive in-core instrumentation including 132 local self powered neutron detectors of Rh-
type and 192 fuel assembly outlet thermocouples are utilised to adjust the theoretical 3D-
power distribution to get a best-estimate result.

The Finnish Safety Authority (STUK) has given approval for the new RESU-98 system in
August 1999. The system is now in on-line use at the Loviisa NPP.

In this paper a general review of the RESU-98 system is given including core limitations,
instrumentation, methods of core performance calculations, core supervision, predictive
functions and validation. Special attention is paid on the recent improvements.
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2. CORE LIMITATIONS

The on-line core supervision system is used to monitor the core thermal and hydraulic
limitations to assure that the core is operated within the limitations and assumptions made in
the safety analyses. In the case of the Loviisa reactors the most important limitations with
respect to on-line monitoring are those imposed on the linear heat rate and subchannel outlet
temperature.

2.1. Linear heat rate

The linear heat rate upper limit is 325 W/cm. A safety factor of 1.12 is included in the
calculated values. The upper limit of 325 W/cm was used in the transient and accident
analyses including large break LOCA. The linear heat rate limit is decreasing with burnup
mainly to prevent excess fission gas release from the fuel pellets. Experience has shown that it
is possible to design the loading pattern such that the requirement of 325 W/cm set for the
maximum linear heat generation rate can be met even with uprated power. In the beginning of
cycle there is typically some 5 % margin left to this limit, when the control rods are fully out
of the core. In the end of cycle there, is somewhat more margin left to the burnup dependent
limit.

2.2. Subchannel outlet temperature

The hot subchannel outlet temperature limit is 325 °C (bulk boiling limit). A safety factor of
1.16 for the enthalpy rise is included in the calculated values. No coolant mixing between
subchannels was previously assumed. Coolant mixing between adjacent fuel assemblies is not
possible because of the assembly shroud tubes. Taking into account flow redistribution inside
the assembly and mixing between subchannels has an effect of reducing the enthalpy rise in
the order of 5 %. The mixing credit is based on the application of the FLUENT CFD-code
package for analysis of mixing in the WER-440 fuel assembly. At the moment the
subchannel outlet temperature limit is still the most severe limitation at 1500 MW power
especially for Loviisa-1, where the core flow is 4 % less than in the case of Loviisa-2. Uprated
turbine power also requires somewhat increased steam pressure, which tend to increase the
cold leg and thus core inlet temperature.

2 3 . DNB

The subchannel boiling limit assures that quite a big DNB-margin prevails in nominal
operating conditions, where a typical DNB-ratio is about 3.3. No direct limit value has been
imposed on DNB against transients. An initial state with hot subchannel on boiling limit and
conservative axial power distribution is assumed in the analyses. Wide margins remain in all
the analysed cases.

2.4. Fuel burnup

The current burnup limit for the Loviisa reactors imposed by the Finnish safety authority
(STUK) is 40 MWd/kgU for assembly average burnup. An application has been sent to STUK
for the approval of assembly burnup limit of 45 MWd/kgU corresponding to maximum rod
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average bumup of 53 MWd/kgU. STUK has not yet made the final decision. This limitation
can also be monitored on-line by the core monitoring system but limit checking is performed
by the reactor engineer.

3. IN-CORE MEASUREMENTS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION

The core of the Loviisa reactors has been reduced from the original 349 fuel assemblies to 313
assemblies to protect the pressure vessel from neutron irradiation. In the reduced core of the
Loviisa reactors there are 192 fuel assembly outlet thermocouples and 33 self powered neutron
detector assemblies, each containing four local Rhodium detectors, one full-length Vanadium
detector and one core inlet thermocouple. The Rh-detectors are 25 cm long and are located
approximately at elevations of 20, 40, 60 and 80 percent in the core. The measurement signals
are scanned by the plant computer. The in-core sensors are shown in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1. Core map of the Loviisa VVER-440 reactors showing the locations of in-core
instrumentation sensors. (T-outlet thermocouple, X-neutron detector assembly, S-control rod).

The interpretation of assembly outlet temperature measurements to assembly power values is
possible because there are shroud tubes around the fuel assemblies, which prevent mixing of
coolant between adjacent assemblies. The measured enthalpy rise gives information of
assemblywise power distribution. There are, however, some uncertainties associated with the
core inlet temperature distribution, local coolant flow rate and incomplete flow mixing at the
location of the outlet thermocouple. The inlet thermocouples at the tip of the neutron detector
assemblies were originally meant for measuring local core inlet temperature. It has, however,
turned out that the neutron flux affects the thermocouple wires passing through the active core
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to such an extent that the required accuracy is not reached for the measurements. Some
attempts were made in the past to model the decalibration but with poor results. That is why
loop average value is used for the inlet temperature distribution. Because of the fuel assembly
inlet orifices the coolant flow distribution can be assumed to be constant Our recent studies
with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes have also confirmed the old suspicion that
flow mixing at the elevation of the outlet thermocouple is still incomplete so that the
thermocouple measures the temperature of the water coming mainly from the central region of
the fuel assembly. With identical fuel assemblies this has only a minor effect on the measured
enthalpy rise distribution (assemblywise power distribution) but results in a bias on the
measured enthalpy rise values. The bias has up to now been interpreted as excess by-pass
flow. With respect to enthalpy rise distribution the thermocouple measurement accuracy is in
the order of 2 %.

The neutron detector signals are first interpreted into nodal fast flux (E > 0.625 eV) values
taking into account the properties of the surrounding fuel (neutron spectrum) and the
depletion (delivered charge) of the detector. Nodal power density value is obtained by the
conventional two-group cross sections. The fast flux is chosen as the basic field quantity
because of its relatively smooth behaviour within a fuel assembly and its continuity between
fuel assemblies /I /. Thus fast flux is suitable for fitting between neutron detector
measurements and reactor theory. Fitting is formally carried out as adjustment of the fast flux
distribution. Neutron detector signal interpretation is based purely on theoretical modelling of
the sensor response. The full-length Vanadium detectors have been used only to verify the
depletion of the Rhodium detectors. At the moment V-detectors are being changed to
background cables in the replacement detector assemblies because the depletion verification is
judged to be completed. In spite of that residual deviations up to 7 % exist after fitting to the
theoretical flux distribution the root mean square deviation being in the order of 2..3 % (see
Table 1). The big residual deviations are quite few in number and seem to be random in
nature with respect to detector age, depletion and properties of the surrounding fuel. Adjusting
the interpretation model can not eliminate them. Individual on-line calibration would be the
only means to eliminate such deviations. This is not, however, necessary due to the applied
fitting method with filtering properties.

4. METHODS OF CORE PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS

4.1. Determining the 3D power distribution

4.1.1. Theoretical reference

The theoretical flux and power distributions corresponding to the prevailing reactor core state
are calculated on-line with the latest version 111 of the code HEXBU-3D131, which is a three-
dimensional core simulator program for hexagonal fuel assembly geometry. The program was
originally tailored to the features of the VVER-440 type reactors. Other hexagonal reactors
such as WER-1000 can also be calculated. HEXBU-3D solves the two-group neutron
diffusion equations by a nodal method. The program includes a detailed description for big
follower-type control assemblies of the WER-440 reactor and all the relevant power-
dependent feedback effects are considered. The neutronic properties of fuel assemblies are
described by homogenised two-group diffusion parameters, which are dependent on fuel
burnup and various feedback effects. The two-group diffusion parameters are calculated by
the code CASMO-HEX 141. CASMO-4 or other codes can also be used. Boundary conditions
on the outer boundaries of the reactor and on the control absorbers are determined either by
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extrapolation distances or by albedo matrices. The solution domain is the whole reactor in the
on-line application. Two-dimensional test calculations in a core of the WER-440 reactor
have shown that with given cross sections HEXBU-3D solves the diffusion equation to an
accuracy within 1 % in average assembly powers. HEXBU-3D is the standard reload design
tool used for the Loviisa reactors. The 3D xenon dynamics included in the code makes it
possible to follow the xenon state and predict different xenon transients in detail.

4.1.2. Fitting to the measurements

The purpose of the fitting procedure is to combine theoretical and measurement information
in such a way that the best estimate power distribution is obtained. In the modernised RESU-
98 system the fitting methods remain the same as in the original RESU /I/. No assumptions of
core symmetry are enforced. The full core is always considered as such.

In the adopted approach 111 the theoretical reference distribution for the neutron flux or power
density (calculated by now HEXBU-3D instead of the axial flux synthesis method /I/) is
adjusted by a multiplicative correction function in order to bring the result closer to the
measurements:

The vector M refers to the measurements. The correction function C is a local amplitude
correction imposed on the theoretical distribution. It is mainly required to be smooth and
gradually varying in the core. The fitting procedure is described in more details in III. Fitting
to the measurements is accomplished by yielding to the measurements while simultaneously
imposing restrictions on the correction functions. As a result the fitted flux or power
distribution will not necessarily coincide with any single measurement. This effects as a filter
for measurement uncertainties and makes the method independent of individual random
detector failures.

Fitting to the neutron detector measurements and to the core outlet thermocouple
measurements is performed in consecutive stages.

First the fitting of the fast flux distribution to the Rh-detector measurements is performed
according to the methods described in /I/. In this case the resulting C(x,y,z) is a smoothly
varying three-dimensional correction function. The corresponding power distribution
Pflt(x,y,z) is then obtained from Om(x,y,z) by using the original power cross sections of
HEXBU-3D corresponding to the state of the core.

Next an assemblywise power distribution Pref(x,y) is obtained by axial integration. This is
further used as a reference in the fitting to the thermocouple measurements. In this case the
resulting C(x,y) is a two dimensional correction function, by which the three dimensional
distribution P "(x,y,z) is also multiplied to get the final fitted power distribution, which
include information from both neutron detector measurements and core outlet thermocouple
measurements.

After fitting to the in-core measurements the core power distribution is normalised to the best
available value of the reactor power. Normally the thermal power calculated from the plant
heat balance is used.
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The core monitoring system can also be run in different modes with fitting to only neutron
detector measurements or thermocouple measurements or without fitting at all. Having
available a good theoretical reference distribution calculated by HEXBU-3D this makes it
possible to perform direct on-line verification of the theoretical distribution as well as of
functioning of individual detectors, if for example detector failure is suspected.

4.2. Reconstruction of assembly internal power distribution

The assembly internal pinpower distributions are reconstructed by the code ELS I-1440 / 51.
ELSI-1440 calculates the two dimensional, pinwise assembly internal power distribution of a
hexagonal W E R fuel assembly (WER-440 or WER-1000) using two group diffusion
theory in the form of an inhomogeneous boundary value problem, where the fast flux values
at the edge of the calculation area are fixed based on the results of interpolation from the
macroscopic, whole core power distribution calculation by HEXBU-3D. The analytical flux
problem is discretized using the method of finite differences and a mesh of one point per fuel
pin cell. The resulting system of numerical equations is solved iteratively with successive
overrelaxation technique. Two group-cross sections are tabulated as a function of rod burnup
for every pin cell. Rod bumup is followed for all the 126 rods of an assembly.

The assembly internal power distribution is divided into two components in order to speed up
the pin power reconstruction. The microscopic component takes into account the effect of
water gaps, rod burnup and so on. It is calculated in the nominal core state. The macroscopic
component takes into account the effect of changing instantaneous macroscopic fast flux
distribution as compared to the: nominal state. The microscopic distribution is updated every
two weeks as bumup proceeds.-The effect of macroscopic distribution is taken into account
always, when the core state is- calculated. For example control rod movements give rise to
changes in the macroscopic distribution. The method makes the pin power reconstruction fast
and thus suitable for on-line application without noticeable degradation of accuracy.

43. Calculation of assembly internal flow distribution and flow mixing

According to the detailed CFD-calculations and measurements turbulent mixing and coolant
flow redistribution inside the assembly shroud tend to smooth out the subchannel enthalpy
rise peaking factor as compared to the isolated subchannel method. The effect is in the order
of 5...7 % depending on the location of the assembly in the core. It is taken into account by a
reconstruction method whose accuracy corresponds to the detailed CFD-calculations
performed by using the FLUENT-code package 161.

The reconstruction is based on the use of an effective flow distribution, which includes both
the characteristic flow distribution of the assembly and the effect of turbulent mixing. The
characteristic flow distribution is taken directly from the CFD-calculation. It is used together
with the pin power distribution corresponding to nominal core state to calculate the effect of
turbulent mixing. This is done by using the thermal diffusion coefficient (TDC) to describe
the enthalpy exchange between adjacent subchannels. The TDC is tuned so that the
reconstruction method reproduces the result of the original CFD-calculation. It has turned out
that the effective flow distribution is not sensitive to small changes in the pin power
distribution.
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The effective flow distribution is analogous with the microscopic part of the pin power
distribution and is updated at the same time. It is then used in the simple isolated subchannel
model always, when the instantaneous core state is calculated. So the effective flow
distribution together with the real pin power distribution produces the subchannel enthalpy
rise distribution. The method is very fast and still accurate.

4.4. Evaluation of fuel operating conditions

Evaluation of local fuel operating conditions is based on the fitted macroscopic 3D power
distribution, assembly internal pin power distribution and assembly internal effective flow
distribution.

Linear heat rate is calculated taking into account the engineering factor. Minimum margin to
the rod burnup dependent limit is calculated for every fuel assembly. Maximum fuel
temperature is calculated from a correlation, which depends on fuel type and linear heat rate.
The correlation is based on calculations with the fuel performance code ENIGMA. Maximum
subchannel outlet temperature is' calculated based on the outlet enthalpy. Subchannel outlet
enthalpy is calculated for every subchannel taking into account the pinpower distribution and
effective flow distribution. Minimum DNB-margin is calculated from the Gidropress
correlation. Local heat flux and enthalpy values are used.

Fuel rod load changes are monitored by comparing the present power distribution to the
previous power distribution. Calculation interval is one hour. A simple mathematical fuel rod
power-preconditioning model is included. It is implemented in the form of the so called
preconditioned power distribution, which follow the changes in the prevailing power
distribution with given time coefficients upwards and downwards, respectively. The
preconditioned power is allowed be exceeded with a certain amount, which depend on the
power level and fuel burnup. Up to now die power changes are controlled in the plant
technical specifications by limiting only the changes of electric power. The model parameters
have been tuned to be consistent with these official limits.

4.5. Auxiliary functions

Alarm limits for the local SPND-measurements are updated automatically once an hour after
calculation of the core state. Each Rh-detector is assumed to respond on the power changes in
it's nearest neighbouring nodes and their neighbouring nodes. The power amplitude in the
response domain is increased until the linear heat rate limit or change rate limit is reached.
The prevailing detector signal is multiplied by this amplitude ratio to get the alarm limit for
the detector. These limits are valid for reasonable changes from the prevailing core state. The
limits are used to realise continual fast core monitoring by direct local measurements.

Direct prediction of the critical boron concentration of the present core state including xenon
poisoning is performed automatically once an hour or on demand by using the HEXBU-3D
code. Prediction of critical boron concentration 24 hours forwards has also been implemented.
In this prediction core power level, position of control rods and coolant inlet temperature are
assumed to remain unchanged during the whole prediction period. Possible changes of xenon
state are taken into account.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION OF CORE SUPERVISION

The RESU-98 core supervision system is an integral part of the plant process computer
system. Scanning of measurements, limit alarming, display of data and reporting is performed
by utilising the process computer system software. The core performance calculation
programs are run under the system like any other performance calculations, such as plant heat
balance. All output of information to the operating personnel and other users occurs via the
general subsystems of the software.

5.1. Automatic limit alarming

An alarming subsystem is included in the process computer system software. It is used for
limit checking of direct measurements and of calculated quantities as well. Alarm limits may
be fixed or they can be updated automatically. Alarm messages of different priority appear on
the operators alarm display screens and on the alarm printer.

Several quantities related to the core thermal and hydraulic operating conditions are evaluated
and are monitored to be within permissible limits by the use of pre-set alarm limits. Alarm
limit checking is performed every time these quantities are evaluated.

Continual monitoring via calculated alarm limits for the individual direct in-core
measurements combines both the monitoring of thermal and hydraulic limits and the
monitoring of fuel ramping limits.

5.2. Displaying of data

Display formats are available for showing the direct in-core measurements (and their alarm
limits) in digital form or on a core map and for showing distributions of calculated quantities
on coloured core maps. Results of the latest calculations are displayed. Available display
formats are:

• core map and list of assembly outlet temperatures
• SPND-signals and their alarm limits
• core map of hot subchannel boiling margin
• core map of linear heat rate margin
• assemblywise power distribution
• assemblywise burnup distribution
• assemblywise maximum rod burnup distribution

Trend display formats including historical data for user defined calculated quantities or direct
measurements can easily be defined by the operator. These formats are quite useful for tracing
changes in core operating conditions or in the readings of in-core measurements. Historical
data is available up to one year of plant operation. This longest period consists of daily
averaged values of measurements and other quantities in the system database.
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5 3 . Reporting

A covering collection of reports is available. These include the summary core performance
report, various 2D and 3D-distribution maps etc. Available reports are:

• reactor performance report
• 2D power distribution
• 2D burnup distribution
• 3D power distribution
• 3D fast flux distribution
• 3D burnup distribution
• assembly internal rod-power distribution
• assembly internal rod-burnup distribution
• assemblywise isotopic composition
• fuel rod ramping report
• report of "reactor measurements" including in-core measurements
• summary report of fitting to in-core measurements
• SPND depletion report
• xenon prediction report
• diagnostic reports

Printer reports are obtainable on request, at specified times or in some instances by
programmed automatic activation.

5.4. Activation of programs

Calculation of the core state including maintenance of bunup and xenon states is repeated
automatically once an hour using one hour averaged measurements. The operator may
activate core performance calculations at any time using instantaneous or five minute or one
hour averaged measurements as input. Typical response time is a few seconds. There are also
several other supporting programs available, which are mainly intended for the use of the
reactor engineer.

6. DEVELOPMENT OF PREDICTIVE TOOLS FOR OPERATOR SUPPORT

Latest development of computer capacity has made it possible to use the accurate core
simulator HEXBU-3D as a basic tool also in the prediction calculations. A forward predicting
mode including possible change of all criticality parameters is under development. For this
purpose the HEXBU-3D code was modified so that in addition to effective multiplication
factor and boron concentration criticality search can be performed also using reactor power,
control rods and coolant inlet temperature. Priority of the criticality control parameters is
given by the user. In this way various transient scenarios starting from the prevailing core
state can be calculated and optimised with respect to power production and for example the
need of boration or boron dilution. The limitations of control rod position, boron dilution rate
(pump capacity) and concentration of dilution water, thermal margins and fuel rod power
change rates are to be taken into account as constraints in such predictions.
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7. VALIDATION

The on-line core monitoring system RESU-98 is based on the use of validated codes. Basic
cross section data is produced with the CASMO-HEX cell code. HEXBU-3D is used to
calculate the theoretical reference power distribution. ELSI-1440 is used to reconstruct the
pinpower distributions. The same code system is also used in the core design calculations.
Large amount of experience and validation material exists.

On-line validation of the fitted 3D-power distribution is available at any time. A special report
exists for this purpose to evaluate the residual deviations and corrections after fitting to the in-
core measurements. Various fitting options can also be tried to judge the quality of the power
distribution and/or individual measurements. One such example is given in Table 1, where
some characteristic parameters of power distribution and residual deviations are given
corresponding to different fitting options and assumptions

Table 1. Results of RESU-98 calculations of the core power distribution using different
degrees of fitting to the measurements (Loviisa-1 beginning of cycle 23 with 111 functioning
Rh-detectors).
Case I: Normal fitting parameters, base case
Case 2: Flux fitting omitted
Case 3: Temperature fitting omitted
Case 4: Bothfiux and temperature fitting omitted
Case 5:30 % random failures assumed influx and temperature measurements
Case 6: One dropped control rod assumed (simulated) in the theoretical reference
distribution

Parameter Case I Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6
Indicators of the power distribution
Peaking factors
-assembly power
-average axial power
-3-D nodal power
-linear heat rate(a

-subch. enthalpy rise<a

1.30
1.24
1.61
1.99
1.65

130
1.24
1.61
2.00
1.65

1.30
1.24
1.60
1.98
1.65

1.29
1.24
1.60
1.98
1.64

1.30
1.24
1.61
1.99
1.65

1.32
1.24
1.64
2.04
1.68

Asymmetries, %
-axial offset
-sector 1 tilt
-sector 2 tilt
-sector 3 tilt
-sector 4 tilt
-sector 5 tilt
-sector 6 tilt

-1.5
-1.2
0.1
0.6
0.7
0.4

-0.5

-2.9
-1.2
0.1
0.6
0.7
0.3

-0.5

-1.5
0.3
0.2

-0.1
0.4
0.2

-1.0

-2.9
0.0

-0.1
0.1

-0.1
-0.2
0.2

-1.7
-1.3
0.3
0.6 -
0.5
0.3

-0.4

-1.3
-2.2
-0.5
1.3
0.7
0.1
0.6

Residual rms-deviation of in-core measurements
-Rh-plane 4, %
-Rh-plane 3, %
-Rh-plane 2, %
-Rh-plane 1,%
-core outlet thermoc. ,C

2.10
2.08
2.25
2.45
0.63

2.59
2.47
3.38
4.31
0.62

2.10
2.08
2.25
2.45
0.95

2.59
2.47
3.38
4.31
0.80

1.65
2.17
1.20
2.31
0.69

6.37
7.42
7.28
7.30
1.53

a) Including all engineering safety factors.
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Case 2 shows that omitting the flux fitting has some effect on the axial power distribution as
compared to the base case 1. Case 3 without fitting to the temperature measurements is close
to the base case. Case 4 without any fitting is also reasonably close to the base case, which
means that the pure theoretical power distribution is of adequate accuracy. Case 5 with 30 %
random failures in the measurements is practically identical with the base case. Case 6 with
simulated control rod position measurement error in the theoretical reference distribution
demonstrates how fitting to the measurements corrects the power distribution quite close to
the base case. Thus fitting to the measurements is of particular value in revealing anomalous
core conditions.

8. SUMMARY

An on-line core supervision system based on monitoring of local fuel limits has been in use
at the Loviisa WER-440 reactors already for more than twenty years. The system is used to
monitor the core thermal and hydraulic limitations to assure that the core is operated within
the limitations and assumptions made in the safety analyses. Power uprating and introduction
of new fuel types gave rise to the latest improvements in the core supervision software
system. The new RESU-98 includes essentially the same computer codes that are used in
reload planning.

The Loviisa reactors have an extensive in-core instrumentation consisting of fuel assembly
outlet thermocouples and SPN-detectors. Interpretation of assembly outlet temperature
measurements to assembly power values is possible because there are shroud tubes around the
fuel assemblies. The neutron detector signals are interpreted into nodal fast flux values taking
into account the properties of the surrounding fuel and the depletion of the detector. The in-
core measurements are utilised to adjust the theoretical 3D-power distribution to get a best-
estimate result.

The theoretical flux and power distributions corresponding to the prevailing reactor core state
are calculated on-line with the latest version of the code HEXBU-3D, which is a three-
dimensional nodal core simulator program for hexagonal fuel assembly geometry. HEXBU-
3D is the standard reload design tool used for the Loviisa reactors. Fitting procedures are used
to combine the theoretical and measurement information to get the best estimate power
distribution. In the modernised RESU-98 system the fitting methods remain the same as in the
original RESU.

The assembly internal pinpower distributions are reconstructed by the code ELSI-1440. The
assembly internal power distribution is divided into two components in order to speed up the
pin power reconstruction. The microscopic component takes into account the effect of water
gaps, rod bumup and so on. It is calculated in the nominal core state and is updated every two
weeks as burnup proceeds. The macroscopic component takes into account the effect of
changing instantaneous macroscopic fast flux distribution as compared to the nominal state.
The method makes the reconstruction fast and thus suitable for on-line application without
noticeable degradation of accuracy.

According to the detailed CFD-calculations and measurements turbulent mixing and coolant
flow redistribution inside the assembly shroud tend to smooth out the subchannel enthalpy
rise peaking factor as compared to the isolated subchannel method. The effect is in the order
of 5...7 % depending on the location of the assembly in the core. It is taken into account by a
reconstruction method corresponding to the accuracy of the detailed CDF-calculations
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performed by using the FLUENT-code package. The method is very fast and still accurate.

Evaluation of local fuel operating conditions is based on the fitted macroscopic 3D power
distribution, assembly internal pin power distribution and assembly internal effective flow
distribution. Linear heat rates, maximum fuel temperatures, maximum subchannel outlet
temperatures and minimum DNB-margins are evaluated on local level. Fuel rod load changes
are monitored by comparing the present power distribution to the previous power distribution.
Alarm limits for the local in-core measurements are updated automatically once an hour after
calculation of the core state.

Direct prediction of the critical boron concentration of the present core state including Xenon
poisoning is performed automatically once an hour or on demand by using the HEXBU-3D
code. Prediction of critical boron concentration 24 hours forwards has also been implemented.
Latest development of computer capacity has made it possible to use the accurate core
simulator HEXBU-3D as a basic tool also in the prediction calculations. A forward predicting
mode is under development For this purpose the HEXBU-3D code was modified so that in
addition to effective multiplication factor and boron concentration criticality search can be
performed also using reactor power, control rods and coolant inlet temperature. Priority of the
criticality control parameters is given by the user.

RESU-98 is an integral part of the Loviisa plant process computer system. Scanning of
measurements, limit alarming, display of data and reporting is performed by utilising the
process computer system software. The core performance calculation programs are run under
the system like any other performance calculations, such as plant heat balance. Display
formats are available for showing the direct in-core measurements (and their alarm limits) in
digital form or on a core map-and for showing distributions of calculated quantities on
coloured core maps. Trend display formats including historical data for user defined
calculated quantities or direct measurements can easily be defined by the operator. A covering
collection of reports is available. Calculation of the core state is repeated automatically once
an hour. The operator may activate core performance calculations at any time. Typical
response time is a few seconds.

The on-line core monitoring system RESU-98 is based on the use of validated codes. The
same code system is also used in the core design calculations. On-line validation of the fitted
3D-power distribution is available at any time. The Finnish Safety Authority (STUK) has
given approval for the new RESU-98 system in August 1999. The system is now in on-line
use at the Loviisa NPP.
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